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EXPANDING THE FRONTIERS OF SPACE ASTRONOMY



The Purpose of NASA’s Senior Review

Congressionally mandated
• Independent, comparative reviews of operating missions to maximize the 

scientific return from these missions within finite resources
• NASA uses the findings from the Senior Review to define an implementation 

strategy and give programmatic direction to the missions and projects 
concerned through the next four fiscal years.

from NASA response to 2016 Senior Review for Astrophysics Operating Missions



HST in the Senior Review

History
• 2012 was first Senior Review for Hubble

- 9 missions (incl. HST) reviewed in full panel 
- Info and panel report: https://science.nasa.gov/astrophysics/2012-Senior-Review-

Operating-Missions/
• 2014

- Separate panel each for HST, Chandra; full review
- Info and panel report: https://science.nasa.gov/astrophysics/2014-Senior-Review-

Operating-Missions/ 
• 2016

- Separate panel each for HST, Chandra; “Delta” review
- Info and panel report: https://science.nasa.gov/astrophysics/2016-Senior-Review-

Operating-Missions



HST in the Senior Review

Report covers a broad range of topics related to scientific results, use of 
resources

• Scientific results
• Scientific productivity
• Observatory operations
• Science operations
• Budget & staffing

The important scientific return of HST, along with good stewardship of 
resources in both mission operations and science operations, have been 
called out in all three of the Senior Reviews in which Hubble has participated.



HST in the Senior Review

From NASA’s response to the 2016 Senior Review:

•



Next Senior Review

Changed to 3 year cadence; next review expected 2019



Next Senior Review

Changed to 3 year cadence; next review in 2019
Unclear about whether next review will be a full or delta review
New reporting format



Next Senior Review

Changed to 3 year cadence; next review in 2019
Unclear about whether next review will be a full or delta review

Timeline expected:
- Request for Proposals from HQ spring/summer 2018
- HST-P & STScI work on proposal fall 2018
- Red team review Nov./Dec. 2018
- Proposal due Jan. 2019
- Site visit Feb-March-April 2019
- Report comes out June-ish



Next Senior Review: STUC input

2016 Hubble panel recommended developing higher level prioritized mission 
objectives to more fully represent the scope of science available to the user 
community

We would like to involve members of the STUC in this, as representatives of 
the user community

• Review prioritized mission objectives
• STUC chair member of red team review



Prioritized Mission Objectives

Each review has required 
description of Prioritized Mission 
Objectives 

• Broken up into science 
objectives (2014, 2016 shown 
here) and technical mission 
objectives (2014 shown here)
- Sample bullet

‣ Sample bullet
✦ Sample bullet



Chandra SR2014 Prioritized Mission Objectives

PMO1 Continue Chandra’s scientific excellence and impact in accord with the top level 
NASA goals 
PMO2 Engage the science community by providing complete, well-calibrated science data 
products and analysis tools and by making Chandra data and documentation available 
worldwide 
PMO3 Ensure the health and safety of the Observatory through continuous monitoring, use 
of proven procedures by highly trained staff, carefully considered and tested responses to 
anomalies, and proactive planning to increase operational efficiency and anticipate problem. 

Finding of panel: “The PMOs were somewhat generically defined and not 
specific to Chandra; in future reviews, the inclusion of PMOs written with 
specific metrics to measure success could serve as a useful tool for strategic 
planning of the Observatory.



Potential New Prioritized Mission Objectives

PMO1 Keep Hubble’s instruments and subsystems healthy and safe so that great science can continue 
out to 2020 and beyond (*2025?*) 

PMO2 Mitigate known instrument or system degradation in a manner consistent with maximizing 
science

PMO3 Identify and if practical, implement operational efficiencies that reduce costs without 
compromising science, or enable new science within the current cost profile.  (*balance 
operational efficiencies and scientific excellence within the current cost profile?*)

PMO4 Maximize the unique UV scientific capabilities of Hubble 

PMO5 Enable pathfinding science for JWST by utilizing Hubble’s unique resources

PMO6 Support high-profile community-driven science as established through peer scientific review

PMO7 Enhance scientific discoveries through improved archive interfaces and experiences
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